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CLASS SUPPLY LIST: Faux-Sashed T-Shirt Quilt 

 
This Faux-Sashed T-Shirt quilt will have strips around half of the blocks to give it a sashed effect with less 
work. The angles of the strips give it a fun and playful look! Finished quilt size 54” x 67.5” w/o borders. If 
you prefer the “Quilt as You Go” method, that will be explained, and instructions will be provided. Walking 
foot quilting will be explained and demonstrated.  
 
NOTE: Make necessary yardage adjustments should you desire a bigger finished quilt, bigger or smaller blocks, full 
sashing or NO sashing.  
 
Skill Level: This class is for the confident beginner, new to quilting, or simply wants a refresher while 
learning new techniques. Instructor: Jayne Vetter		  
Class Length: 3 sessions, 3 hours each	
Class Fee: $60.00 includes printed instructions 
 

Sewing Tools 
CLASS DISCOUNT: %15 during class time 

Working Sewing Machine 
Optional: ¼” foot, walking foot, quilt guide bar 

Rotary Cutter & Mat (sized for t-shirt block) 
Square Ruler (sized for t-shirt image) See Below 

Press Cloth (used to fuse stabilizer) 
Thread Snips or Scissors 

Sewing gauge, Seam Ripper 
Pins and/or Clips   

Optional: Iron & Ironing wool mat/board 
 

Faux-Sashed T-Shirt Quilt Materials 
Finished quilt size 54” x 67.5” w/o borders 

Yardage 
Based on 20 (14”) squares 

*** Not needed until session 2, unless doing QAYG method 
20 T-Shirts (pre-washed)  

Fusible Interfacing 
Floriani Power Weave (15” x 10’) or  
Pellon SF101 Shape Flex (22” wide) 

8 yds (# of blocks times block size divided by 36” 
= # of yards needed.) 

Faux-Sashed Fabric 
Woven Cotton Fabric (pre-washed & pressed)  

1 ½ yd – 3 yd (20-40, WOF strips or pre-cuts) 
Optional Border = WOF strips 

*** Cotton Batting  
Quilters Dream or Warm & Natural  

3”- 4” bigger than finished quilt top 

*** Backing Fabric 
Woven Cotton Fabric (pre-washed & pressed) 

3 ½ yd 
(3”- 4” bigger than finished quilt top) 

*** Binding Fabric 
Woven Cotton Fabric (pre-washed & pressed) 

¾ yd = 2 ½” strips of WOF  
(12” bigger than finished quilt top circumference) 

All-Purpose Thread for Piecing, Coordinating Thread for quilting & binding 
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12.5” Get Squared Ruler           14” T-Shirt Transformation       15.5” T-Shirt Transformation 
               (Available @ Montavilla) 
 

 
 
Harley Davidson “Faux Sashed” T-Shirt Quilt  
10 - (12”) t-shirts blocks with sashing, 10 - (14”) t-shirt blocks with no sashing, 5” border. 
Traditional method: whole top assembled, layered with backing and batting. Machine quilted as a whole 
quilt, the bigger the quilt the harder it is to do. Have Long Arm quilted! 
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“Quilt As You Go” Child’s T-shirt Quilt: (Front & Back view) 
20 - (9”) T-shirt blocks, 1.5” sashing, 4” border. 
QAYG method: Each block was quilted using a walking foot (pictured below). Sashing was used to 
join blocks; batting was added in-between sashing strips. Sashing was machine quilted. Borders 
were added with batting between border layers and then machine quilted. 
 

           
 
Walking Foot w/Quilt Guide Bar (Available at Montavilla) 
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